Year 4/5

Home learning

w/c 06.07.20

Dear Parents/Carers,
We have made a weekly pack that coincides with the learning that the key worker
children will be doing in school for Years 4 and 5 – and also includes a suggested timetable
of daily tasks, including the Zoom Lessons for Maths and English.
Below are some ideas and links to follow at home. Our theme for the next few weeks is
‘The Romans’. Please email either Miss Kirchin or Mr Gallop should you have any questions.
They can be contacted at enquiries@fairfieldsprimary.co.uk .
To ensure that the children are motivated to complete as many of these suggested
activities as possible whilst at home – we would like for them to email us, or drop off into
school (following social distancing guidelines) two of the learning activities they complete
each week (highlighted in yellow). We, as their teachers, can then assess what they have
done and provide feedback during the weekly phone call home where required.
Monday
English – ‘The Sound Collector’ – explore structure of poem and begin collecting
vocabulary/making rhyming pairs.
Maths – Introduce coordinates and how we plot points on a grid.
Reading – Observe, wonder, infer activity.
PE – Joe Wicks workout.
Tuesday
English – Identify rhyming pairs and begin to structure first verse.
Maths – Plot points on a grid, identifying shapes.
History – Create your own god/goddess.
Wednesday
English – Second verse of chariot race poem.
Maths – Roman map coordinates.
Art & Design– Build your own chariot.
Thursday
English – Final verse of chariot race poem.
Maths – Create shapes by plotting own coordinates on blank grids.
Spelling – Look, cover, write, check – 12 of the spellings on the resources provided.
Friday
English No English Zoom – Social Zoom instead.
Maths – No Maths Zoom. Bee’s Knees Assembly via Zoom instead.
SPaG – Relative clauses – complete the sheets identifying relative clauses and write some
of your own sentences too.

English – Writing
This week in English we are focussing upon the poem ‘The Sound Collector’ by Roger
McGough. This is a poem that uses an ABCB rhyming structure (remember, it is the words
at the end of the line that rhyme!) about the sounds you can hear around a home.
However, we will be collecting vocabulary and sounds not concerning the home, but
concerning a chariot race. For example;
The blaring of the trumpets,
The cheering of the crowd,
The rumbling of the chariots,
The Circus Maximus is so loud!
Start thinking of sounds you may hear if you were present at a chariot race, and see if
you can start to make rhyming pairs!

Reading

This week in Reading we are giving you something different to have a go at!
Using the OWI (Observe, Wonder, Infer) technique – have a look at the image above.
What can you observe in the picture? Discuss this with your parents/carer. What is it
that you wonder about the image? Again, have a discussion about it. And finally – what

can you ‘infer’ from the image – remember, when we ‘infer’ something – we have to use
the word ‘because’ and evidence in our answers.
The only details we will give you is that this is an image of the Roman Navy!
As an extension – you could search for an additional image set during the Roman era and
repeat the OWI activity on a picture of your choice.

SPaG
In Spelling and Grammar this week we are considering ‘relative clauses’. These clauses
add detail to a sentence using ‘relative pronouns’ such as who, whom, whose, which, that,
when and where.
See the SPAG resources at the bottom of the ‘home learning pack’ for all you need.

Maths
This week in Maths we are looking at ‘position and movement’. Linking nicely with our topic
of the Romans, we will be link co-ordinates with a Roman Archaeology dig. The learning
will focus on the understanding of co-ordinates and plotting these on a grid square.
Can you create your own Roman themed shapes using the blank squared grid provided?
Miss Kirchin challenges you to plot the co-ordinates of a shield or even a trident!
You can also challenge yourself further by exploring coordinates in 4 quadrants! Can you
draw your own and make a BIG Roman shield or shape?
Look at the bottom of the home learning pack for further resources.
Also continue to practice your times tables fluency using the following links •

https://ttrockstars.com/ All children within Fairfields Primary School have a login and are able to access all resources on either a laptop, or tablet device.

Creative / Topic
This week we want you to be creative!
Firstly, at the bottom of the home learning pack we have attached an activity where you
can create your own Roman Centurion out of paper. However, as you are Year 4 and 5,
Miss Kirchin and Mr Gallop want you to use any scrap materials, or plastics ready for

recycling to construct a chariot for the soldier to ride into battle on. See what else you
could create out of scrap materials that fit in with the Roman era.
Secondly, we challenge you to create your own Roman God or Goddess. The Romans had a
‘deity’ for many things – such as fortune (Fortuna), victory (Victoria), wine (Dionysus) or
even ‘teaching children to speak’ (Fabulinus). How could you represent your god? You could
draw, collate, paint or even assemble your new chosen deity.

PE/ PSHE
-

Go Noodle - get up and move every morning!

-

If you have not yet managed too - a walk to the Roman Villa at Bancroft Park in
Milton Keynes would be a great idea to not only get some much-needed fresh air,
but also to experience Roman History right here in Milton Keynes.

-

A link for details about Bancroft Roman Villa can be found here https://www.theparkstrust.com/our-work/heritage-in-our-parks/bancroftroman-villa/

Thank You
Mr Gallop, Miss Kirchin and Miss Barnes (Purple ‘Bubble’ Team)

Writing Resources

Maths Resources

Plot your own co-ordinates to make a Roman theme shape using the blank grid below!

Don’t forget to write down your co-ordinates using the correct format!

Spelling Resources

SPaG Resources

Creative Resources

